
n.f.t. folding table



I’ll show you everything!
Except that I’m a folding table.

I’ll appear to be interested in exciting events, 
and will be happy to support every presentation. 
I’ll appear to be open to different opinions and  
appreciative of animated discussions. I’ll show 
you everything – except that I am a folding table. 



Reduced design combined with a logical technology concept – this is what 
makes n.f.t. a congenial partner for event, seminar or meeting rooms. 
Amazingly multi-talented, with a wide range of finishes, a 4-leg or T-leg 
baseframe, maximum leg room, seating at the ends with the 4-leg table, 
and convenient operation. Options: linking, electrics and modesty panel.

The hinge mechanism is discreetly hidden from view. Its functions are con-
cealed and at the same time simple, intuitive and safe to handle. Integrated 
protection ensures that the baseframe is not damaged by stacking.

Design: greutmann bolzern

Inspiringly simple. Simply inspired.



Emancipation at last for everyday office life! What used 
to be a matter of physical strength is now exceptionally 
easy. With its special lightweight top, n.f.t. is up to 9 kg 
lighter than with a standard top, depending on size – 
sympathising with those responsible for numerous  
reconfigurations.

Meetings ...
... made easy.



Seminar

Snack bar

Training

Seminar

I am ready for anything.



Design variations

Tabletops: 
Standard laminate or HPL with ABS-edge, beech, maple, ash or oak veneer with laminated 
wood edge. Table tops lengths start from 140 cm with black metal reinforcement plinth.
Optional for 4-leg tables: light-weight top, beech, maple, ash or oak veneer with laminated 
wood edge or HPL with ABS-edge, with black metal reinforcement plinth. Stained wood 
finish.

Slot-in leaves:
Finish same as table tops, but includes 4 pcs. of permanent linking devices.

Baseframe: 
a choice of 4-leg or T-leg baseframes, adjustable plastic glides, built-in stack protection. Leg 
cross-section: 4-leg baseframe 35/35 mm, upright tubular T-leg baseframe support 30/50 
mm, extended support foot 35/35 mm.

Hinge mechanism: 
hinge fitting with lock, fold-out protection. Black plastic parts made from high-strength  
thermosetting plastics.

Modesty panel height 35 cm (option): 
perforated steel plate, can be removed without tools. Tables cannot be stacked with the 
modesty panel fitted.

Linking device (option): 
fast-link device 9130-000 (lateral table-to-table linking): plastic, clip-on. Fixed-link device  
9131-000 (lateral table-to-table linking): black steel plate, fixed mounting. Two linking 
devices are required at each side of the table to join them together.

Electrics (option, for 4-leg tables only): 
Square cable duct: powder-coated metal, with flap. Tables with cable ducts cannot  
be stacked.

T-leg tables

Model Format Model Format

3910-452 45/120 3910-724 70/120

3910-453 45/130 3910-726 70/130

3910-454 45/140 3910-728 70/140

3910-456 45/160 3910-732 70/160

3910-458 45/180 3910-736 70/180

3910-624 60/120 3910-824 80/120

3910-626 60/130 3910-826 80/130

3910-628 60/140 3919-828 80/140

3910-632 60/160 3910-832 80/160

3910-636 60/180 3910-836 80/180

 

Connecting corner pieces

Model Format

3911-026 70/70/R 70

3911-028 80/80/R 80

 

4-leg tables

Model Format Model Format

3920-452 45/120 3920-724 70/120

3920-453 45/130 3920-726 70/130

3920-454 45/140 3920-728 70/140

3920-456 45/160 3920-732 70/160

3920-458 45/180 3920-736 70/180

3920-624 60/120 3920-824 80/120

3920-626 60/130 3920-826 80/130

3920-628 60/140 3929-828 80/140

3920-632 60/160 3920-832 80/160

3920-636 60/180 3920-836 80/180

 v

Alternatives.A wealth of details.
Hinges safely. 
Easy to manipulate and safe  
in operation – the hinge 
mechanism with automatic  
locking and fold-out  
protection.

Creates space. 
Space-saving and  
considerate stacking 
thanks to integrated 
protection.

Takes it lightly.
Lightweight top option with a sturdy 
honeycomb core made of natural fibres.

Links quickly. 
Clip-on fast-link device for  
lateral table linking.

Connects strongly. 
Firmly bolted linking device for  
lateral table linking.

Makes use of the corner. 
A connecting top in the 
shape of a quadrant for 
joining two tables together  
at a 90-degree angle.

Provides power.
An option for power via 
an integrated tabletop 
cable duct.

Screens.
Modesty panel for confe-
rence use, on the podium  
or for a presentation – can 
be removed without tools.

Wheelchair clearance as per Austrian standard ÖNORM B 1602.

Stackability:
On transportation platform 6395, 
maximum stack size is 10 tables 

with standard tops, 12 tables with 
lightweight tops.  

4-leg and T-leg tables can be 
stacked to the same height.

74 cm

121 cm

Rectangular slot-in-leaves: dimensions according to table tops.



Perfect partners.
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A-4950 Altheim
Linzerstraße 22
T +43 (7723) 460-0
F +43 (7723) 460-331
altheim@wiesner-hager.com

D-97080 Würzburg
Schürerstraße 3
T +49 (931) 3 55 85-0
F +49 (931) 3 55 85 85
wuerzburg@wiesner-hager.com

NL-6102 BJ Echt
Houtstraat 32 H
T +31 (475) 41 02 22
F +31 (475) 41 00 90
benelux@wiesner-hager.com

F-67201 Eckbolsheim
13, rue Ettore Bugatti
T +33 (3) 88 59 90 90
F +33 (3) 88 59 90 89
france@wiesner-hager.com

UK: Wiesner-Hager Ltd.
Level 3, Block B, Morelands
5-23 Old Street, London EC1V 9 HL
T +44 (020) 7490 3627
F +44 (020) 7490 0549
london@wiesner-hager.com

CZ-150 00  Praha 5
Drtinova 557/10
T +420 271 730 444
F +420 271 732 293
praha@wiesner-hager.cz
www.wiesner-hager.cz

CZ-396 01 Humpolec
Na Závodí 1357
T +420 565 501 411
F +420 565 501 419
humpolec@wiesner-hager.cz

CH: Zingg Lamprecht AG
Stationsstrasse 1-3
CH-8306 Brüttisellen
T +41 (43) 255 70 50
F +41 (43) 255 70 98
info@zingg-lamprecht.ch

HU: Eon Design Kft.
Mecset utca 10
H-1023 Budapest
T +36 (1) 356 08 54
F +36 (1) 212 31 89
eondesign@t-online.hu

Certified acc. to:
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001


